HELI HIKE KRAPPES 2022

Heli Hike Krappes -22 expericence starts with a helicopter tour with Fjällflygarna from the
base in Adolfström. The tour will take you to the Kráhpiesvárrie mountain which is about
1000 m above sea level. Depending on the weather the landing place can vary.
At the top, you will experience a 360 degrees view over Kráhpiesvárrie. If it's windy at the
top you can always find a place to hide. The Laisdalen vally is a part of the Biosphere Reserve
Vindelälven-Juhttátahkka by UNESCO. When you are at the top there are several possibilities
for example enjoy your coffee or go for a fish at Toppsjön. Just remember that you have to
have a fishing licence which you can buy in our reception before take-off. Naturkartan.se is
the digital map that we recommend for this tour. You can download it offline before you go.
The hike will take you along the top of the mountain and you can enjoy the view over
Bäversjön och Loppsjön. A quick or longer rest can be taken before you go into the forest, at
Bench and Table, which can be a good idea before the relatively steep and stone hiking on the
marked trail in the woods. Depending on the time you will be able to find cloudberry or
blueberry along the trail. Remember to respect the Right of public access.
The hike down to Loppviken where the boat pick-up is is about 2,5 kilometres. Please call
+46 70 386 12 72, when you arrive at the sångarna and Loppsjöbäcken so we can pick you up
shortly after. We will bring floating gear to you. The total hike is about 6 km long.
If you would like a longer hike you can choose the trail that takes you by Loppsjön and
Bäversjön and ends up at Gautoforsen. We will arrange boat transport over the lake for you.
If you would like to stay at Loppsjön or Bäversjön you can rent boats from us. Just remember
to book this before departure in the reception.
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HELI HIKE KRAPPES 2022
Well back at Camp Gauto a well-deserved meal, partly based on local resources, is waiting for
you. Included is a meal based on Arctic Char, Reindeer or vegetarian. The children's menu is
based on tacos or meatballs. If you would like a starter or dessert it can also be arranged.
The complete menu can be found on the webpage. All meals have to be pre-booked before
departure at +46 70 69 68 192. The restaurant is fully licensed.

Important things to remember
- Flying is dependent on the weather and Kráhpiesvárrie can sometimes be in the fog. In our
webcam, you can see the status of the weather or you can always contact us for more
information.
- Children under 2 years are free of charge. Dogs from 50 SEK.
- The hike is considered a day hike and approved luggage is a day back-pack (snack-sack).
- The hike is partly steep and in stony mountain terrain. When raining it can get slippery.
Walkingsticks is a good option.
- Anti-mosquito and a long-sleeved jumper, are good things to bring.
- What you take with you, is also what you bring home, goes for experiences and garbage.

What's included in the price of 950 SEK per person
- Helicopter up to Kráhpiesvárrie
- Marked trail in mountain terrain
- Boatride from Loppviken eller Gautoforsen to Camp Gauto
- Meal at the restaurant in Camp Gauto

How to book
Please book your experience at info@campgauto.se
We have a limited number of people a day. Way description to our camp can be found under
Contact us on the webpage.
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